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GROUNDWATER REPLENISHMENT SYSTEM PRODUCES 200 BILLION GALLONS OF 

WATER AS CALIFORNIA ENDURES FIFTH YEAR OF DROUGHT 

FOUNTAIN VALLEY, Calif.  (September 19, 2016) –– As California faces a fifth year of record-

breaking drought, the world’s largest water reuse project of its kind, the Groundwater 

Replenishment System (GWRS), surpassed a major water production milestone when it hit the 

200-billion-gallon mark. Implemented in January 2008, this project has brought water reliability 

to Orange County providing enough water for 850,000 people annually.  

 A joint project of the Orange County Water District (OCWD) and the Orange County 

Sanitation District (OCSD), the GWRS had an initial production capacity of 70 million gallons of 

water a day (MGD) and was expanded last year to produce an additional 30 MGD. This made 

the world’s largest project of its kind even bigger and the districts are not stopping here. Plans 

for a final expansion of the GWRS are underway and pending board approval.  

 “Planning for the GWRS began in the mid-1990s,” said OCWD President Cathy Green. 

“We were really ahead of the game on this one and the region has realized the projects 

benefits as California continues to endure cyclical and prolonged droughts and water supply 

challenges. The GWRS offers a local solution to increase water supply and currently accounts 

for one-third of the water that OCWD puts into the groundwater basin it manages that provides 

water for 2.4 million people. This project is a major part of our water supply portfolio and we 

will continue to evaluate all viable possibilities for alternative supplies,” she added.  
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“OCSD’s partnership with the water district is quite remarkable—it’s an example of 

public agencies working together for the benefit of the constituents we serve,” said OCSD 

Board Chair John Nielsen. “Through this partnership we are progressively moving closer to 

OCSD’s goal of 100 percent recycling. Demonstrating our commitment to maximizing every 

drop of reclaimable water, we just completed a joint $2 million engineering feasibility study 

that supports the final expansion of the GWRS. Ultimate capacity for the expansion is projected 

at 130 MGD after infrastructure is built to increase wastewater flows from OCSD to the GWRS,” 

he added.  

 Since the project’s inception, more than 32,000 people have visited the GWRS to learn 

how water reuse can be part of the solution to water reliability and how projects like this can 

be implemented in their community as well. There is no one-size-fits-all approach to capturing 

– or “reclaiming” – previously used water and treating it for another use. There are many 

different scientifically proven processes and options in use by communities today to diversify 

their local water supply portfolios and meet needs. Consumers can be assured that water reuse 

involves extensive cleaning, rigorous monitoring and testing, is good for the environment, and 

is scientifically proven to be safe. 

The GWRS takes treated wastewater and purifies it through a three-step process 

consisting of microfiltration, reverse osmosis and ultraviolet light with hydrogen peroxide. The 

end result is 100 million gallons a day of ultra-pure water that meets or exceeds state and 

federal drinking water standards. A portion of this water is injected into a seawater barrier with 

the remainder being pumped to OCWD’s recharge basins where it percolates into the Orange 

County Groundwater Basin and becomes a primary source of drinking water.   

“The GWRS is a model example of how to reuse a valuable resource to diversify local 

water supplies and secure long term water resilience,” said State Water Board Chair Felicia 

Marcus. “I hope to see more projects like this implemented throughout California because the 

potential is tremendous. Water reuse projects are an essential component of a more 

sustainable water management strategy,” she added. 
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A comprehensive water management plan for California will include GWRS-like projects 

and much more. Water and regulatory agencies, legislators and others must work together to 

implement a diverse water portfolio.   

"Our climate is rapidly changing, our population is growing and more extreme weather 

looms on the horizon. Now is not the time to shirk from responsibility," said Governor Brown 

earlier this year at a meeting of the Association of California Water Agencies. "Storage or 

conveyance alone will not solve all of our problems. Recycling, groundwater management and 

conservation, individually, won't get us there either. It will take all of the above. We must think 

differently and act boldly -- and that's exactly what California is doing." 

California looks forward to seeing many projects and programs implemented to combat 

drought and the water supply challenges the state faces, and Orange County is eager to lead 

the way by increasing local water reliability. Prior to the startup of the GWRS, groundwater 

pumping was restricted to 62 percent of total water demands. Today, while other California 

communities are grappling with significant shortages due to the drought, the GWRS has helped 

increase groundwater pumping in the Orange County Groundwater Basin to 75 percent. The 

GWRS is Orange County’s shining example of innovation, sound planning and tremendous 

leadership. To learn more about this water reliability project, please visit 

http://www.ocwd.com/gwrs/. 

About OCWD 

The District is committed to enhancing Orange County’s groundwater quality and reliability in 

an environmentally friendly and economical manner. The following cities utilize the 

groundwater basin managed by OCWD and receive approximately 75 percent of their water 

supply from it: Anaheim, Buena Park, Costa Mesa, Cypress, Fountain Valley, Fullerton, Garden 

Grove, Huntington Beach, Irvine, La Palma, Los Alamitos, Newport Beach, Orange, Placentia, 

Santa Ana, Seal Beach, Stanton, Tustin, Villa Park, Westminster and Yorba Linda. For more 

information about the Orange County Water District and its Board of Directors, call (714) 378-

3200 or visit www.ocwd.com. 

About OCSD 

OCSD is a public agency that provides wastewater collection, treatment, and recycling for  
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approximately 2.5 million people in central and northwest Orange County. OCSD is a special  

district that is governed by a 25-member Board of Directors comprised of 20 cities, four special 

 districts, and one representative from the Orange County Board of Supervisors. OCSD has two 

operating facilities that treat wastewater from residential, commercial and industrial sources. 

For more information about the Orange County Sanitation District call (714) 962-2411 or visit 

www.ocsd.com. Follow us at @OCSewers. 
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